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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0158908A2] 1. A photographic transparency cutting and framing apparatus for automatically introducing a photographic transparency film
portion into a two-part photographic transparency frame (R) which can be pivoted open, comprising a housing (10) with a film platform (1.1) on its
top side for guided longitudinal displacement of a film strip, a drive means (2.5) for the forward feed movement of the film strip, a cutting means (2.1,
2.3) at the edge of the film platform, the cutting means comprising a blade bar and a moved severing blade, and a trough (4) with a bottom (4.1)
which is inclined obliguely downwardly relative to the plane of the film platform, for insertion and removal of a photographic transparency frame in
the forward feed direction, characterised in that the trough (4) has guide grooves which are of a size depending on the thickness of the photographic
transparency frame, at both side walls (4.2) of the trough, more specifically on the one hand substantially centrally a respective first guide groove
(4.8) for the frame bottom portion (Ru ) and above same a shallow wedge-shaped deflection portion (4.3) for the frame top portion (Ro ) which is
pivotally connected to the frame bottom portion, upon insertion of the frame, and on the other hand at the upper edge of its bottom (4.1) a respective
second guide groove (4.9) upon removal of the frame.
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